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Abstract. ASSERT4SOA project proposes machine readable certifi-
cates to be used to allow Web service requesters to automatically assess
the security properties of Web services (and their providers) as certified
by some trusted third party. This vision promises to open up an entire
new market for certification services.
1 Introduction
The term “certification” has been used with several different meanings in ICT [2].
Software practitioners can earn a certificate for expertise in a certain hardware
or software technology. The maturity of crucial IT processes, such as software
development, can be - and is often - certified. Even individual software systems
can be certified as having particular non-functional properties, including safety,
security, or privacy. The certification of non-functional properties, however, has
had only a limited success to this day. Despite the availability of security cer-
tification schemes like Common Criteria [5] only a few commercial IT systems
(e.g., those developed by highly regulated industries) have earned them.
In this paper we present the vision of ASSERT4SOA, a FP7 STREP
project starting October 2010 that will deal with service certification issues.
ASSERT4SOA, that builds over a number of research ideas put forward by con-
sortium members [4], is aimed at supporting new certification scenarios, where
the security certification of software systems is required and plays a major role.
Current trends in the IT industry suggest that software systems in the future
will be very different from their counterparts today, due to greater adoption
of Service-Oriented Architectures (SOAs), the wider spread of the deployment
of Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), and the increased use of wireless and mobile
technologies [6, 7]. These trends point to large-scale, heterogeneous ICT infras-
tructures hosting applications that are dynamically built from loosely-coupled,
well-separated services, where key non-functional properties like security, pri-
vacy, and reliability will be of increased and critical importance.
In service-based scenarios, certifying software properties will be crucial. Cur-
rent certification schemes, however, are either insufficient in addressing the needs
of such scenarios or not applicable at all (e.g., certificate awarded to monolithic
software systems only [1, 2]). ASSERT4SOA will fill this gap by producing novel
techniques and tools for expressing, assessing, and certifying security properties
for complex service-oriented applications, composed of distributed software ser-
vices that may dynamically be selected, assembled, and replaced within complex
and continuously evolving software ecosystems [3, 8].
2 ASSERT4SOA Certificates
ASSERT4SOA certifications will cover both individual software services and the
environment in which they operate at execution time, allowing runtime man-
agement of the security, privacy and reliability properties, as well as business
processes and applications based on them. ASSERT4SOA certificates will be
handled by a dedicated set of newly developed services, collectively referred to
as the “ASSERT4SOA architecture”, fully integrated within the SOA-based soft-
ware system lifecycle. The ASSERT4SOA architecture will enable: i) backward
compatibility of existing certification processes within the SOA context; ii) a
new ontology-based format for certificates, linking security properties with evi-
dence supporting them; iii) runtime certificate-aware service selection based on
target assurance level for composite applications.
ASSERT4SOA will support certificate-driven selection of individual services
and, in addition, the evaluation of security properties of composites service based
on the properties of their individual certified-services. The exploitation strategy
of ASSERT4SOA certification scheme is threefold.
– To achieve the desired impact on the software certification community, AS-
SERT4SOA use cases will cover the whole SOA-based application lifecycle.
Also, ASSERT4SOA will be providing methodological guidelines to support
accredited certification agencies in the assessment of service-based composite
applications.
– To reach out to SOA implementers, ASSERT4SOA will propose a standard
ontology-based metadata format to express certified properties and will de-
velop an architecture (components, protocols, and mechanisms) to use certi-
fication claims during the main phases of a service-based applications (e.g.,
deployment, lookup, service call, service composition).
– ASSERT4SOA will equip service-oriented application users with powerful,
easy-to-understand mechanisms to assess at runtime the trustworthiness of
composite applications. These mechanisms will use the security properties
certified during the certification process of individual services; when a com-
posite application will be orchestrated, the ASSERT4SOA infrastructure will
compute the global level of assurance resulting from the interactions between
the services in the given context.
These three exploitation objectives are incremental and aim to enable the
progressive development of a new, service-based certification business ecosystems
that will enable all European players - ranging from individual citizens to large
businesses - to assess the security of the mission-critical applications they use
based on a proven methodology.
3 Conclusions and Outlook
Early implementations of Web services tended to be sandbox-type services open
to a small number of business partners with whom a trust relationship was al-
ready established. So the effort of understanding and assessing Web services’
security properties was often perceived as superfluous. In recent years Web ser-
vices have increasingly gained acceptance as the technology of choice for im-
plementing inter-organizational business processes. In these situations, partners
need additional information concerning the security schemes provided by each
service to decide whether to use the service. The ASSERT4SOA vision proposes
a machine readable certificate to be used to allow service requesters to assess the
security properties of service providers as certified by some trusted third party.
This vision promises to open up an entire new market for certification services.
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